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Experience
Reddit,Machine Learning Engineer April 2023 – Present

• I don’t know, I just got here.

Hulu, Senior Data Scientist April 2022 – April 2023
• Designed, deployed, and tuned Disney+’s inaugural off-channel trigger-based recommendation system, targeting

400M+US-based subscribers. Multiplied system coverage to include EMEA and enable global subscriber base, notably
driving 3% increase in watch hours and reducing subscriber churn.

• Authored team-wide, interactive data science onboarding documentation via Jupyter Book. Deeply appreciated by
new and existing team members as an intuitive resource for understanding internal data workflows and ecosystem.

• Led cohort of 10+ data scientists, engineers, and analysts through weekly reviews of Full Stack Deep Learning – 2022.
Resulted in multiple members completing the official course and growing as machine learning experts.

• Spent months working on neural recommendation models despite kNN working just as well — if not better!

Hulu, Data Scientist August 2020 – April 2022
• Authored large-scale content representation pipeline, yielding significant performance and convergence improvements

across multiple downstream personalization tasks. Published embeddings to an internally-accessible Python package.
• Led modeling for Live content personalization, driving a 6% increase in monetizable subscriber engagement hours.
• Optimized trigger-based recommendation system, increasing throughput by 60% and subscriber engagement by 7%.
• Tried leading a group of data scientists and analysts through a course on Causal Inference, despite not knowing about

it myself. Spent hours understanding and attempting to distill course materials. Lasted for about 7 weeks before
dropping it.

Albert, Data Scientist, NLP May 2019 – June 2020
• Deployed production-ready NLP models, reducing live annotation time by 62% and time to first response by 22%.
• Contributed back-end support for A/B testing, shadow/canary deployments, and live model performance monitoring.
• Authored an internal package for standardized machine learning tasks with 95% code coverage and static typing.
• Spent months trying to solve an extreme multi-label classification problem (thousands of classes) with not nearly

enough data. Had little success even when scoping down to ten labels.

Applecart, Data Scientist May 2018 – May 2019
• Developed and scaled de-duplication and entity resolution pipelines, enabling vital political targeting campaigns.
• Optimized internal pipelines via automatic parameter tuning, yielding an average F1 score increase of 12%.
• When interviewing for an internship, I was very lucky and got asked a question I had – very randomly – studied in

depth the night before. I am very confident I would have failed the question had I not seen it before.
• Wasted weeks of effort trying to evaluate the outputs of a large-scale unsupervised algorithm with the same clarity as

a supervised algorithm. Only once it was too late did I realize we should have instead proposed approaching the
problem as a supervised learning task.

Skills
Languages: Python, SQL, Bash, Go, R, Rust (for fun)
Development Tools: Docker (Engine, Compose), Poetry, Git, Jupyter (Notebook, Lab), conda, make
Cluster and Remote Computing: AWS (EC2, S3), Apache Spark, Databricks, DigitalOcean
Grit: relentlessly exploring, discovering, and implementing. Give me a dataset and a problem — I will figure it out.
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Education
New York University, BA in Computer Science September 2014 – May 2018

• I failed my Linear Algebra final so badly that I was convinced I’d fail the course, lose my scholarship, and be forced to
drop out. I was seriously planning how to tell my mom I’d failed out of school.


